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This paper introduces a new method for calculating upper bounds on sys-
_________te~thrQughpuLratcs~multiple-cla.s!Lclosed-queueing--.netwoILmodeIs_when _
any lower bounds are known. The lower (pessimistic) bounds used here are
multiple class balanced job bounds. The new technique for calculating upper
(optimistic) bounds is independent of the system load. The space-time compu-
tational costs are linear in the product of the number of classes and devices in
the model.
Keywords: throughput bounds, multiple class queueing network models,
asymplolic analysis, product form networks
1. IntroductioD
System throughput rate. the rate at which a system completes units of computational
work, is often useful for assessing averaU system performance. Queueing network models
ThiJ wort. WM lIUpporled in pm by lin Academy of FinlllDd grlllli (10179nUIBO) IIDd II Dnvid Ross grail!
from Purdue University, West Lafayeue, [ndillna.
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have usually been used to calculate these throughput rates. Unfortunately. as the number of
devices and/or the number of job classes increases, the cost of calculating throughput rates
increases, to the point of rendering this approach impracti.cal in some situations. An alterna-
tive to this so-called exact solution of models is to devise less expensive techniques which yield
estimates or bounds for the throughput rates. Examples of this alternative approach include
asymptotic bounds analysis (ABA) [Muntz & Wong 1974] and balanced job bounds (BJB)
[Zahorjan et at 1982]. While these techniques satisfy the needs expressed above, in many cases
the bounds, particularly the upper bounds. are so far away from the actual ratcs that the use-
fulness of these bounds is diminished.
This paper presents a new method for computing upper bounds for throughput rates for
specified job classes, given some lower bounds for these rates exist. Not only are the computa-
tional costs much less than the cost of computing the actual rates. but the accuracy (spread
between the lower and upper bounds) is usually better (tighter) than other methods for pro-
ducing throughput bounds. The setting for this analysis is closed queueing network models of
computing systems with multiple job classes.
The paper opens by introducing the notation. assumptions, and laws which serve as the
basis of the new technique. Section 2 develops the estimates for lower bounds on the
throughput rates; it also presents the new Composite Bound Method (CBM) for calculating
composite throughput upper bounds (CUB's). An algorithm for computing CUB's is given in
Section 3. The properties of composite bounds arc discussed in Section 4. Section 5 contains
examples, and the summary of results is in Section 6. Appendix A contains a list of all used
acronyms and Appendix B gives the proof for the Composite Bound Thcorem.
Consider a closed queuing network of K devices. The customer (job) population in the
network is N=(N 1.N2•...• NR). where R is the number of customer classes. and Nr is the
number of jobs in class r. The total population is N=N t+N2+ ...+NR • Each customer in
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class r requires Lq amount of work at device k before it departs from the system. The value
La is called the loading for device l in class r. In some other references (e.g. [Denning &
Buzen 1978D the term La is denoted by VJ:rSb-. where the visit ralio V'r is the mean number
of times each class r job visits device k. and the service time SJ:.r is the mean service require·
ment of a class r job for each visit at device k. All the summations, maximums. and
minimums used are over all devices (index k) or all classes (indexes r and s) unless marked
otherwise.
For class r the mo;cimwn loading is
L br = max L", •,




and the minimum loading is




The system throughput X Dr (N) is the ratc at which class r customers pass through the system.
The device throughput Xlr (N) is the rate at which class r customers pass through the device k.
In the single class ease the corresponding measures are denoted with V,h S,h L". L... L",. Ro•
Xo(N), and X, (N).
In the following the parameter N may be omitted from XI)o(N) 0[' f['om any othe[' func-
tion of N if its value is obvious. All symbols fo[' uppe[' (lowe[') bounds in this presentation
have a superscript ending with + (-). It is assumed that all service times Si;~ a['e load
independent.
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Little's Law [Little 1961] states that the number of customen in any system equals the
system throughput times the system response timc. This formula can be applied to the net-
work as a whole or to any single device in the network. It applies also to any single class in a
mUltiple class system. The Forced Flow Law [Denning & Buzen 1978J states that the
throughput for class r through device k equals the system throughput for class r times the
visit ratio:
X.,(N) ~X.. (N)V". (4)
The Utilization Law [Denning & Buzen 1978] states that the class T utilization U1:r(N) at dev-
ice Ie equals class r throughput at device.t times class r service time at device k:
(5)
No device can have utilization more than 1.0. From (4) and (5) one obtains
(6)
:2. System ThI'ODgbput
[f the network bas a product form solution [Basket et al 19751. we can obtain the exact
system throughput for every class. but this may require large amounts of computation evcn for
a moderate number of job classes and devices. Both the convolution method [Reiser &
Kobayashi 1975] and the mean value analysis (MVA) [Reiser & Lavenberg 1980] for solving







Because computing the exact throughput may be too expensive or practically impossible, one
would like to be able to obtain relatively tight throughput bounds and other performance
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measures obtainable from the class throughputs. with significantly less computational work.
The asymptotic bound analysis (ABA, bottleneck analysis) produces linear optimisti.c
asymptotic bounds for the throughput of single class networks:
The single class bottleneck device is the device b with the highest loading Lb. The
corresponding multiple class bounds
ASH )dtl . IN, I}
Xo, (N = mm ROT'L", . (7)
can be used as relati.vely loose optimistic bounds. Intuitively this bound should not be as good
because it docs not take into consideration other classes. Later it is shown that (7) is the
asymptotic bound for class r throughput. The time complexity to compute ABA bounds (7)
for all classes is 0 (KR).
Zahorjan et al [Zahorjan et al 1982J introduced nonlinear throughput bounds. Their
Balanced Job Bounds are based on comparing the existing network to balanced networks
-----where-the-loading-at-each-device-is-either-the-maximum.-minimum,-or-the-average-Ioading-in-----
the original network. The Simple Balanced Job Bounds for multiple class networks are
SBlB- d:! N~
X0, (N) - (N +K I)L"
N del
" X,,(N)" (N +K 'I)L~ ~ xI."B+IN). (S)
The complexity of computing (8) for aU classes is O(KR). They also presented tighter bounds





The lower bound of (9) can be extended to the multiple class balanced job bounds (BJB's):
del N
XWB-(N) ~ ,
ll, R +(N0, I)L" "X",(N).
(10)
This is proven easily in a similar fashion as (9) was proven in [Zahorjan et aI 1982].
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Notice that
SBJB _ ~ -",,..,.~N~,,-:;..,..._ _:::--;CN~,:-:-;-:,-X Or ---; =-:(N +K I)L" KL" +(N -I)L"
(I) N rs
XL", +(N
{2} N,-I)L" R" +(N I)L..
(10)
= X:s - (11)
i.e. the bound Xr:B - from (10) is always closer to X Or (N) than the bound Xf,BJB - from (8).
The multiple class extension of the upper bound in (9),
N,
(12)
is not 8 valid upper bound. Later an example is shown where the value using (12) is less than
the actual throughput for class, .
Kriz [Kriz 1984] proved (10) in extended form for networks with delay terminals and
derived the corresponding upper bound using L"". instead of L",.. His upper bound crosses
l/L",. and so the minimum of these two bounds is used. Although the bound introduced in
this paper is always less than l/L",. it can be larger than Kriz's upper bound for sman N,
networks considered tn this paper.
Our main contribution is the Composite Bound Theorem which gives a new composite
upper bound X~,uB+(N) for the system throughput in any given class:
1-I Xt"-(N) L"
X (N) K cua+(N) del . _-"!:'.c'-; _Or SO>' !!!!DUn L. .. (13)
It is proven in Appendix B. The composite upper bound method can be used with multiple
class networks to produce non-linear upper bounds for the throughput for class r assuming
that lower bounds for the throughputs for other classes are known. In this paper the lower
throughput bounds arc computed with (10), but (13) applies to any other lower bound as well.
If one uses zero as the lower bound instead of (10), (13) reduces to




k Ltr Lbr •
where the upper bound is just the single class bottleneck analysis asymptotic bound from (7).
The following seclion gives the reasoning behind (13) in an algorithmic form.
3. The Composite Bound Method (CBM)
Let A e{I •...• R} denote any class. We want to find an upper bound for the throughput
for class A given a joint multiprogramming load N.
The basic idea is as follows: Given the minimum throughput bounds for all other classes.
compute tbe minimum utilization that the jobs in other classes will contribute at each device.
The unused utilizalion at each device is then the maximum utilization that class A jobs can
obtain at that device. These maximum device utilizations give us maximum throughputs for
each device and for the system. The CBM bottleMck. device for class A (hereafter bottleneck
device for class A) is the device that gives the lowest system throughput bound, and the CUB
is the corresponding system throughput bound. Note that the bottleneck device is defined
separately for each joint multiprogramming load N. In single class bottleneck analysis, the
----
bottleneck device is determined solely by the network loadings Ll:.r and each device has max-
imum utilization 1.0. The algorithm to compute the composite upper bound for class A system
throughput is presentcd in Figure 1.
Notice that each Composile Device Upper Bound XffBH(N). as defined in step A4 of the
CUB algorithm (Figure I), gives an upper bound for the class A system throughput, and that
in step AS the lowest of them is selected as the composite upper bound. The method is simi-
lar to the single class bottlcneck analysis, where a horizontal bound corresponding to every
device is computed and the smallest of them is selected as the ABA upper throughput bound.
If the bounds xffBt+ are plotted as functions o[ N A (while keeping all other N r 's constant) we
obtain a set of curvilinear bounds, one for each device, which can cross each other. The CUB
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[nput: Loadings LJ:r. joint multiprogramming load N, and class AE{1•.•.• R}
Output: Composite upper bound X&fB+(N) for class A throughput
Algorithm CUB:
AI. Usc (14) to find a lower bound X~U1J-(N) for X IF for every class r.
A2. Use (6) to compute a composite lower limit U~1w- for device utilization at each
device k due to all other classes but A:
d,(
Un,lwr- ~ I X~UB-(N)L.lr.
,..
A3. Compute the remainder of each device capacity i.e. the maximum utilization UEtUB+
that class A jobs could use at each device k:
d,(
ufAUB + ~ (l-UflMr -).
The term U£OUS + is the composite upper bound for the utilization at device k .






for all k =1•...• K.
d~f UCUB +
X~B+(N) ~ min X£,UBI:+ = min J:A









Figure 1: The Composite Upper Bound Algorithm
at any given point NA is the smallest device bound at that point.
The method described above can easily be extended to compute the CUB's for all classes.
The space-time computational complexity (to compute the CUB's for all classes) is still O(KR)
when the BJB lower bounds (10) are used.
4. Properties
In this section some properties of the composite bounds are discussed. First, note that
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1-I xg;B-(N) L"
CUB+ (13) _~,~.~,______ • I IX Or (N) = min - S rnm -- ~--
.l: Lv .I La L",.
(15)
if N~
The point N: is the single class Salllrtllion polm [Denning & Buzen 1978], where N,lR rn =
Now, (tI), (13), aod (15) lead to
ifN, ~ N;. (16)
Tbe autennast functions in (16) converge to the same value:
From (16) and (17), we obtain
lim X~B-(N) = lim KOr(N) = lim Xf,UB+(N) = _1_.
_______N,4_rz N, __" N, __" L/tr---- ----- - ----
(17)
(IB)
Both the am lower bound Xg;.'B-(N) and the corresponding composite upper bound X~uB+(N)
converge to the same value I/L," when N, increases and other class populations remain con-
stant. In a multiple class system the asymptotic throughput value for any class system
throughput is the same as if the jobs of that class were alone in the system. This corresponds
to the intuitive notion that if the number of jobs in one class is increased while keeping the
multiprogramming level in other classes the same the effect of jobs in other classes decreases
and eventually vanishes.
With simple analysis we can transform the CUB to
·10·







is the gap between the lower throughput bound and the corresponding CUB. The gap
becomes smaller when loadings Lb in the class of interest become larger or the known lower
bounds used (here X~B-) become larger i.e. more accurate. The bounds XB;B- work best with
balanced workloads, and the more unbalanced the class is, the more greater the deviation of
the factor L", in (10), and the more pessimistic the lower boundsXB:B - arc.
Even in the case that the lower throughput bounds have no error the gap (19) can be
large. If the network is under-milized, i.e. no device is fully utilized, then all that unused
utilization is always fully assigned to the class of interest when computing the CUB. The gap
becomes smaller when device urilizations become larger.
------Because-the-CUB-for-tbe-class-tbrougbput-is-based-on-the-throughputs-of- other-classesc,-----
ar least two classes are required for the CUB to be effective. For a single class network the
CBM reduces to the asymptotic bounds analysis.
The CUB can be obrained for any lower bounds which can be computed for the class
throughputs. Thus, if a new and better lower bound (better than Xg:aJ can be found, a
corresponding new and tighter CUB upper bound is also available. Given any method to com-
pute the lower bounds, the CUB upper bounds are applicable whenever the lower bounds
exist.
The CUB's can be computed directly for any load. There is no need to compute the
bounds for any smaller loads before obtaining the values for larger loads. The time and space
complexities depend only on the number of queues and the number of classes but not on the
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class populations.
The ABA upper bound N~/Rr; for the class r throughput can be bettcr than the CUB
upper bound for small N~ values. We can consider the point N,cB. where the bound Nr/R fJr
crosses the CUB, to be the Composite Bound SaluraJ;on PoilU for class r.
Kriz's upper bound fKriz 1984], which is always at least as good (low) as the ABA bound,
can also be better than the CUB, but again only up to a point. Kriz's upper bound rcaches
R 0.. +(N;"'"- 1)Lmr
(L" L~)
where N;,klr is the total population in all other classes but r. So, at least for all Nr~Nfr. the
CUB is guaranteed to be a bettcr bound. It is advisable, especially for small network popuIa-
tions, to compute both bounds and use the smallest.
5. Eumples
Examples 1 and 2 illustrate the CUB algorithm. Example 3 compares the CUB to Kriz's
----upper-bound~.---------------
Example 1
Consider a simple two-class two-device network with loadings
L II = 0.9 L 12 = 0.9
L 21 = 0.1 L Zl = 1.0.
-------- -----
We arc interested in the class 1 throughput when the workload is N=(N 10 N 2)=(2.3). Fir:5t.






The CUB algorithm is now applied to obtain the class 1 throughput bounds:
1) First, compute the CUB lower bounds for the class throughputs:
",s-( ) N 1 2 0 35 ( )
K Ol N = ROJ+(N l)Lbl = 1.0+4-0.9 ::= .4 s K01 N
BJB- N 2 3
XI12 (N) ~ RI12+(N 1)L" ~ 19+4"1.0 ~ 0.508." X I12(N)
The term XMB-(N) is a lower bound for X01(N) and x8i·-(N) is used to compute an
upper bound for X oleN).
2) Next, compute the minimum utilization that class 2 jobs cause at both devices:
uT-l'u- = Xg:B - L 12 = 0508·0.9 = 0.457
3) Now, obtain the remaining utilization capacity at both devices:
UfpB+ = (l-Ur...... -) = 0543
4-5) Last, find the device that would first reach its maximum utilization, and the correspond·
iog maximum class 1 system throughput. So, with multiprogramming load N=(2. 3). the
maximum throughput is
CUB+(N)- . UfpB+ _ • (0.543 0.492)_ . (0603 492)-0603X 01 -min -nun 09' 01 -DUD. •• - .•
I: L1:1 •
------and-tbe-cIasa-l-bottlencck.-device-is-the-devicc-l.-------- ----
The exact MVA solution is Xo1 =0565. and the ABA upper bound from (7) is 1.11.
This same example can be used as an counter example to show that the upper bound of for·
mula (9) can nol be expanded to the multiple class case. The exact class 2 throughput is 0538
whereas the value from (12) is 0526.
Esample :2
This example concerns the same network as Example 1. The class 1 throughput bounds
and the exact values were computed for N 1=1•...• 15 while keeping Hz at constant 3. The
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Grapb I: The Example 1 Network: Throughput X01 vs N 1
Class 2 population N 2 ~ 3
ABA+ (dashed line) ABA upper bound from (7)
CUB+ (dashed line) CUB upper bound from (13)
exact (solid line) Exact solution from multiple class MYA model
-------- IBJB;-(dasb-ed-line)--BJB-lower-bound-from-(10)---- -- -- - ----- --
SBJB- (dashed line) SWB lower bound from (8)
Eumple 3
A number of random networks were generated while evaluating the effectiveness of the
CUB's. We chose the numbcr devices and classes in the network and selectcd randomly (from
uniform distributions) the class r of interest. the work load at every device for eaeh class. the
relative speeds of every device. and the class populations in all other classes but r. In general,
Kriz's upper bound seems to be better (lower) for small N, 's. but reaches soon its maximum
limit l/LIJr whereas the CUB grows slowly and remains well below I/L," all the time.
This network is one sueh random network with parameter values K =100, R =20. r =16,
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N~ E Uniformfl,40] for 3:#16. WorkLu E Uniform[O.OOl.1.0] for aU k and all .I,
N , E Uniform[l,40] for all s '* 16. and Speed" E Uniform U.201 for all k. where Woru'1:.I is the
work load at device k for class j' jobs and SpudJ: is the relative speed of device Ie. The load-
ings were set to Lb =WorkLuSpud1" The population in class r =16 was varied from 1 to 5000,
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non-horizontal ABA bound in (7)
horizontal ABA bound in (7)
Kriz's upper bound (see Section 2)
CUB upper bound from (13)
BIB lower bound from (10)
In this case the CUB becomes a beUer upper bound than Kriz's or the ABA upper
bound at N 16=13. Kriz's upper bound reaches its maximum 1/£32,16=0.0516 at N 16=28. The
CUB is initially (N 16=1) relatively high and grows slowly. At point N 16=5000 (not shown in
Graph 2) the CUB xijX: + =0D497 is still 4% below its asymptotic value 0.0516.
- 1S-
The accuracy of the CUB depends how close the lower bounds (here BJBs) are to the
actual throughputs and bow heavily loaded the system is. We can obtain some information of
the combined effect of these two factors by computing the known minimum utilization of the
bottleneck device (here device 32 for all N 16E [l.5000D for the class of interest (here class 16):
U'{1N-(N) = IXg:JJ -L 32,. .
•
In this case Uf{N -(N) is 60-62% for N 16E [1..40]. We do not know how much of the remaining
unassigned utilization (38·40%) is unused or how much of it is attributed to the differences
between the true throughputs and the lower bounds x«1B -(N). The CBM assigns all the
remaining utilization for class 16 and tbis will result to relatively high CUBs and relatively
large range for possible class 16 system throughput values. As the class 16 population is
increased, U~N - (N) increases gradually and reaches 97% for N 16=5000.
6. Summary
We have developed a new method for obtaining class throughput upper bounds from
class throughput lower bounds for multiple class closed queueng networks. The upper bound
converges asymptotically to the corresponding single class bottleneck bound and in most cases
is better than any previous bound. The composite bounds are simple to compute; in a multiple
class network we can not hope for better than O(KR) computational complexity if we want to
incorporate all the devices and classes into the bound analysis.
The CBM bottleneck device (for class r) was de6ned in a multiple class system to be the
device that under the current multiprogramming load gives the lowest system throughput
upper bound for class r jobs. The bottleneck device in a multiple class system is not only a
function of the network loadings (as is the case with single class networks) but is also a func-
tion of the current multiprogramming load. Even if we keep the population of other clllSSe5
constant. the bottleneck device for the given class can change with a change in the population
- 16 -
of that class.
Using the composite bounds it was shown that the asymptotic single class system
throughput behavior in a multiple class system is the same as if all the jobs in other classes
were removed. This corresponds to the intuitive notion that if the number of jobs in one class
is increased while keeping the multprogramming level in other classes the same, the effects of
jobs in other classes will decrease and eventually vanish.
The method of computing optimistic class throughput bounds given pessimistic class
throughput bounds can be extended to any belter lower bound that would be developed in the
future. In this way we have not only found a Dew formula to compute class throughput
bounds but we have also developed a new methodology for throughput bound analysis.
A more detailed description of the CBM, its accuracy. and its applications can be found
in [Kcrola 1984}. Our further work includcs extending the CBM to widcr range of networks,
including those with delay and load-dependent servers. For networks with delay servers we
will apply the CBM using Kriz's lower bounds. If the Performance Bound Hierarchics [Eager
& Scvcik 19831. the Throughput Bound Hicrarchies [Dowdy, Perez-Davila & Stephens 19831".,,0'-' _
Gcneralized Quick Bounds [Suri 1983] are extended to multiple classes we would like to
explore the advantages of combining them with the CBM.
Acknowledgements. Professor Herb Schwetman helped me make the presentation more
succinct and precise. Cristina Ruggieri and Andre B. Bondi were helpful in locating mistakes
in the original manuscript. Anonymous referees helped to clarify the presentation.
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Appendls B: Proof of lhe Composite Bound TbeoRDl
THEOREM: Consider a closed multiple class (R classes) queueing network, which is com-
posed of K devicess with loading L", for each class rE{I•...• R} at each device kE{l•...• KI.
where L /w is the maximum loading in class r. and where Ro.- is the sum of loadings in class r.
Assume that the multiprogramming level in each class r is Nr; thus tbe joint multiprogram-
ming load is N = (N I. Hz•...• NR ). Let N = N 1+ "2+"'+ N R and let rE{l•...• R}. Let xij,Ow-
be any lower bound for class s system throughput X01 which is defined for all nU•...• R}. H
the queueing network has a product-form solution then
I-I X~·-(N)L..
del ,,,,,
X Or (N) S X ~UB +(N) ~ min --'-"'---"7"----
• L"
PROOF: Let k E{l •...• K} be any device. From (6) we first deduce that the minimum utilizalion
uO!-.wr- due to all olher classes but r at device k is
d'f
uc:ur-(N)!!!! I XffW-(N) Lb·
,..
No device can have utilization greater than 1.0. So, the maximum utilization that class r jobs
can have at device k is 1- UC:"u i.e.
U!r(N) S 1- U;lIer-(N) = 1-I x~fw-(N) Lb.
,..
Using (6) again, an upper limit is found for the maximum system throughput for class r:
I-I X~?,,-(N)L..
X D. (N) <:; U'L' (N) s _.'.:' ~''-:-----
!r La
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